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THE FERAL I3DATS OF KIELDERHEAD MOOR: 
A PRELIMINARY INVESl'IGATION. 
By 
Peter O. McDougall B. Sc. ( Aberdeen )• 
Being a thesis submitted as part of the requirement for the degree 
of Master of Science ( Ecology ) i n the University of Durham, 
September 1972. 
"The precise place i n the ecosystem at which each individual 
plant or animal i s situated i n relation to i t s neighbours i s of 
considerable significance i n the organisation of the community." 
( Dice 1952 ) . 
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Fig. 1. A Nanny and Yearling on Kielderhead Moor» January 1972. 
During the winter the nannies occupy the rode exposures on 
the edges of the high moors. They are not found i n herds at this 
time but are either aiLone or with their kid of tine previous 
season, 
i 
This photograph of a nanny and the yearling on the White 
Crag was taken at dusl; at the end of January. The yearling ( seen 
end on to the rig h t ol the photograph ) i s noticeably smaller than 
the nanny at thi s time of year. 
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1. Introduction. 
The goat Gapra hlrcus L. was brought to Britain by Neolithic 
herdsmen ( Milner, Gioodier and Crook 1968 ) . Since that time i t 
has often escaped to become feral i n the wilder parts of these 
islands, where i t s reversion to the wild type i s rapid ( Fraser 
Darling 1937a ). 
Goats have long been attributed with magical properties and 
the reasons why they were kept on Bonier farms went well beyond 
the s t r i c t l y u t i l i t a r i a n . They were reputed 
a) to k i l l addiars Vipera berus L. 
b) i n deep snow to lead sheep to safe ground by breaking 
a path with their longer legs. 
c) to prevent contagious abortion. Often u n t i l the 1939 - '45 
war a nanny ran with the cows as a supposed preventive 
measure against contagious abortion. In some herds a 
b i l l y , having the stronger scent, was considered more 
efficacious. 
d) to be a good, guide to the weather. Shepherds s t i l l give 
them the reputation of coming off the high ground before 
the advent of severe weather. 
Goats are s t i l l kept on some Border farms, but now they are used as 
a ready supply of good milk for orphan lambs, bought i n calves and 
to supplement the nourishment farm puppies receive from lactatlng 
bitches. Some of these animals s t i l l get away to the h i l l and one 
Border herd shows by -.the incidence of short hair and neck toggles 
( Williams and Rudge 'I969 ) some such recent introductions of fresh 
blood. 
i ) THE PROBLEMS 
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i ) The Problems 
The present study was proposed to answer the following 
questions about the population of feral goats present ori 
Kielderhead ifloor 8-
a) What is the population and herd structure of the 
Kielderhead goats? 
b) What is the home range of the herd or herds? 
c) What activity patterns are followed by these animals? 
d) Is there l i k e l y to be competition between the goats and 
the sheep which graze over the area? 
i 
i i ) RBiflEW OF THE LITERATURE 
i 
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il) Review of the literature. 
The ancestry of the goats has been described by Harris ( 1962 )• 
Boyd - Watt ( 1937 ) summarised the known distribution of the animal 
in Northern Britain. This account has been brought up to date by 
Tegner ( 1965 ) , Greilg ( 1969 ) and Whitehead ( 1972 ) . 
Having been conf jlned to remote h i l l s and the western shores and 
islands the goat has caused l i t t l e trouble in Britain* although i t 
has been destroyed locally,, for spoiling the shooting by i t s wariness 
( Boyd - Watt 1937 ) g for preventing the regeneration of forests 
( Ritchie 1920 ) and competing with sheep for scarce pasture ( Boyd -
Watt 1937 ). In most, parts of the world where i t has been introduced 
the goat has however raised serious problems i n habitat conservation. 
The history of introductions has been best covered i n New Zealand 
( Thomson 1922 and Wodzicki 1950 )• Here the feral goat i s classified 
as a noxious pest. I t s damage to vegetation has led to the loss of 
indigenous species, habitat destruction, gullying and erosion ( Turbott 
1948, Atkinson 1964, Howard 1956 and Sykes 1969 ). On St. Helena i t 
has l e f t a once luxuriantly forested island a barren and rocky waste 
( Ritchie 1920 )• IsiLands such as New Zealand, Hawaii and St. Helena, 
where the flora has evol^d free from the competition of herbivorous 
ungulates, are peculiarly vulnerable to the depredations of goats ( Yocum 
1967 ). Milevic (1953 ) and Ashby { 1966 ) have discussed the conservation 
problems i n the Mediterranean area which are posed by the too large 
flocks of domestic g o E i t s . 
Population studies; have been undertaken i n Japan ( Asahi 1960 ) , 
New Zealand ( Williams and Rudge 1969, Rudge and Smit 1970 ) and i n 
Scotland ( Greig 1969 )• 
Fraser Darling ( 1937a) examined some aspects of the behaviour of 
feral goats. Scott and Stewart ( 1946 ) examined dominance and 
leadership. Collias ( 1956 ) compared the maternal - infant behaviour 
of sheep and goats. Crook ( 1969 ) studied the social organisation of 
feral goats i n Snowdonia. McTaggart ( 1971 ) introduced a fresh study 
of comparisons i n the behaviour of Soay sheep and feral goats. Rudge 
looked at mother • kid behaviour ( 1970 ) and i s now concerned with 
the relationship between the reproductive pattern ( 1969 ) and the 
social system within the population ( pers. comm. )• 
The concept of home range < Burt 1943, 1949, Dice 1952, Jewell 
1966 ) has given an understanding of movements confined to only a 
small part of the habitats that are f u l l y suited for an animal's 
existence and over whiLch i t i s potentially free to roam ( Riney and 
Caughley 1950, Asahi I960, Geist 1960, Grubb and Jewell 1966 and 
Milner, Goodier and C;x>ok 1968 ) . 
There is a very considerable agricultural literature on domestic 
goats which has not been considered here. Where i t i s relevant i t i s 
mentioned elsewhere in the text. 
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Fici. 2. The Distribution of the Goat Herd on the Borders 
The map shows the position of the stud/ area in relation 
to the position of the other Border herds. 
100-
Table 16. Food Preferences Expressed as a Percentage of,the 
Faecal Pellett Analysis. Sheep ( Combined Figures 
for the Qiiattlehope and Bateinqhope Hirsels )« 
e 
3 $ 
a e 
r-K 
Weeks ending o 
28 / i v / 72 
5 / y / 72 66 34 
12 / v / 72 
19 / v / 72 66 
26 / v / 72 56 
2 / v i /72 S6 
9 / v i / 72 31 
16 / v i /72 20 
23 / v i / 72 13 
30 / v i / 72 24 
1 | hox CO «rl U o Q. C o c «n D & in Q O U 43 (A £r •H o •H & •o (0 P3 1 3 > H OS 
24 10 
20 24 
30 7 4 
2 24 12 31 
24 10 46 
7 7 20 53 
7 11 20 33 
2. The D i s t r i b u t i o n of F e r a l Goat Herds on the B o r d e r s . 
i i i ) IKE STUD* AREA 
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i i i ) The Sfady . Area. 
The study area { f i g . ,2. ) occupies the high ground forming 
the watershed between the valleys of the Rede and the Kielder. 
The geology of the area has been most recently described by Clough 
( 1389 ) , Anvil shaped in cross section,, a plateau of f e l l sandstone 
overlies the cesent s^one which forms the lower slopes* The ulhole i s 
overlain with blanket peat except at the steep edges formed by the 
f e l l standstorte. 'Rhelee the f e l l sandstone f a l l s ataay to the c&sent 
stone there are exposures of rock larg© enough to be named such as 
the Girdle Stone* Whiito Crags* <3h 8?e &dges High fouhtess etc. ( Fig.3. ) • 
The high ground ilo drained by burns flowing eastwards to the 
Rede and westwards to Klelder. Their courses are steqp and often 
rocky; where they leave the upper f e l l sandstone they foxta gorges and 
inaterfalls as they drop to the lower cement stone. As the level of the 
ground begins to slopw sway at the sources of the bums the peat i s 
severely dissected ffoiiaiing haggs often 3 metres deep. 
Much of the area below 330 metres has been given over to forestry 
plantations, of spruce Picea slfrcheitcis and lodgepole pine Pinus contorta. 
The remainder of the low ground is sheep pasture largely of grasses 
Festuca oviha. Anthowarithuia odorattPii. and Mardus s t r i c t a . and of soft 
rush Juncus effusus* the ground above 300 metres i s a wilderness of 
cotton grass and heather. Carter f e l l , oh the Boirder, i s the highest 
point in the study areiii but much of the moor i s only a l i t t l e below 
i t s 550 metres. 
The vegetation of the high ooor shows a considerable degree of 
homogeneity. I t could be considered a Cailuneto «• Eriophoretum ( McVean 
and Radcliffe 1962 )• I t i s species poor and consists of »• 
Betuia pubescens Ehrh. 
Galiuna vulgar lis ( L. ) Hall. 
fapetfTum hermapliroditupi Haqerup• 
E« nigrum L, 
Erica t e t r a l i x L. 
Vaccinium myrtiJ.ius L. 
Anthoxanthum edwrgtuai L. 
Deschampsia flexuosa { L« ) Trin. 
Festuca ovina L. 
Kardtus str i c t a L. 
Eriophorum ancaus t i f o l iuta Honck. 
E. yaqinatum la 
Trichophorum cespitosuia ( L. ) Ka tnu 
Prosera rotundifolia L„ 
Galium saxatiie i l . 
Oxalis acetosella L. 
PincMicula vulgaris I . . 
Rubus chamagnoiusi L . 
Campvlopus fiexucisus ( Hedw. ) Brid« 
Dicranum scoparium Hedw, 
Hypnum cupressiforme Hedw* 
Plagiothecium undulatum ( Hedv*. ) B.9 S o & G. 
Pleurozium schreberi ( Brid» ) Mitt. 
Sphagnum palustre h, 
S. papillosum Lindbo 
Cladonia coccifera Willd. Rev. Gordon 
Co impexa Harm. Graham 
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S. uncialis Web. 
Parmella phvsodes Ach» 
Omohalina ericetorum ( Ft. ex Fr. ) Larige. 
The name of plants are as described by Clapham, Tutin & Watburg ( 1962), 
Dahl ( 1968 )» Smith ( 1921 ) and Watson ( 1968 ). 
The raoor i s largely Calluna and Eriophorum with some Vaccinium and 
Trichophorum* The Calluna is ten to eleven years old but only low 
growing. On the steep edges Vaccinium mvrtillus becomes prominent* 
South of Limestone Kriowe on to Grey blare's Knowe and the Grunv as the 
ground slopes away, Trichophorum cespitosum takes over from the 
Fjiophorum and the Calluna looks thin and wasted. The green, grassy 
appearance this gives to the southern end of Carter Fell is the probable 
reason why they are called knowes. The very northern edge of Carter 
Fell has similar vegetation* Betula pubescens grows i n the steep 
cleughs leading to White Kielder. There is very l i t t l e grass on the 
high moor except in some very small patches around the Girdle Stone, 
the White Crags and similar places, places where sheep in summer spend 
their nights and which are consequently heavily manured* This appears 
to have improved the l i o i l i n these small areas as worms were present 
and on one a mole Tali?a europaea L . had thrown up mounds* 
Although the winter 1971 - 72 was not severe i t was followed byVa 
late, cold spring and a cool, wat summer u n t i l the end of July* On the 
top of the moor i t war* the beginning of May before fresh Calluna and 
Vaccinium growth was j»een. The Eriophorum began to flower about the 
same time but there wias l i t t l e vegetative growth u n t i l the beginning 
of June, by which time Rubus chamaemorus had begun to grow and flower* 
Trichophorum cespitosum did not begin to grow on the high moor u n t i l 
the end of the f i r s t week in June* 
During the wintcir there was some snow cover but always the 
western edges were blown clear by the wind. The top of Cross Cleugh 
leading to the Bateinghope Bum and the cleughs Leading to the 
Chattlehope Spout were green with Sphagnum through the winter when 
they were not covered with snow* , Many of the peat haggs have, extensive 
patches of Sphagnum., 
2. METHODS 
i 
i ) VISITS. 
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2. Methods 
i ) Visits 
Visits to the moor were made once a week between Christinas 
and the end of March and almost daily from the end of April u n t i l 
the end of July when once weekly v i s i t s were resumed. 
The i n i t i a l searches were made by sweeps across the moor on 
fixed compass bearings. This method was also used when h i l l fog, 
a common occurrence, made navigation d i f f i c u l t on the practically 
featureless moor. Once the range of the goats began to become 
apparent i t was usually possible to find the animals by walking to 
where they had last been seen the night before and then examining 
the areas where they might have gone between f i r s t l i g h t and the 
time that observation on the moor was resumed. Three a l l night v i s i t s 
were made but in each case f u l l cloud cover and rain made the night 
too dark for observation. 
OBSaiVATION QF GOATS 
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i i ) Observation of Goats. 
Although with care i t i s possible to approach goats very closely 
(sec. 3 . v i . b o ) i t i s better to make observations from a distance to 
minimise the risk of disturbance, and the consequent interference 
with their normal behaviour. This of course i s true for most mammals 
( Fogden 1971 ) . For this reason most observations were made with 
the use of a 6 x 3 0 binocular and a 15 - 6 0 x 6 0 telescope mounted 
on a tripod. 
Camp was made below the moor in the forest in order not to 
interfere with the free range of the goats. 
i i l ) IDENTIFICATION 
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i i i ) Identification., 
The majority of the feral goats on Kielderhead Moor are peat 
coloured, but with practice i t i s possible to make use of some 
individual characteristic such as a marking or a horn shape to make 
identification possible* Drawings were made of the animals and 
entered on cards, which were carried in the f i e l d * In order to make 
the goats more familiar they were given names, as names were found 
much easier to remember than the use of numbers., I t has seemed 
reasonable to continue this use of names in this paper* 
Table 1 * The animal si mentioned i n the Text. 
Although i n the course of f i e l d work a l l animals were individually 
distinguished i t has not been found necessary to mention every animal 
in this paper. The use of familiar names was found useful as an aid 
to memory and adopted! in preference to an anonymous system of 
identification by number or l e t t e r . The animals mentioned by name 
in the course of this: study are l i s t e d below:-
a) Males. 
Robin. a largo white b i l l y with dark brown markings along 
the back and sides. Me was the only b i l l y with 
scimitar curved horns and was also unusual i n only 
having long hair oh the hind ({uarters. He spent 
the winter with the Ghattlehope b i l l i e s on Wool 
Meath and the summer with the Ghattlehope nannies* 
Skull a peat coloured beast with the facial markings i n 
white Gtf a skull. He spent the winter with the 
Bateincjhepe b i l l i e s and the summer with the 
Bateincihope nannies* 
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B i l l a mature b i l l y which spent the winter with the 
Bateinghope b i l l i e s . In the summer he wandered with 
anothisr b i l l y around Carter Fell maintaining a loose 
association with the Bateinghope herd on those 
occasions when he happened to be near them. He was 
a peaib coloured animal with a completely white face. 
He had a pronounced fringe hanging over the eyes. 
He had a very fine spread of horns. 
Ben a young b i l l y which by the summer was considered to 
be a mature animal. A close inspection showed three 
notches on his horns ( Sec* 2. v. )• I t spent the 
winter with the Bateinghope herd and the summer in 
close association with B i l l . 
Duncan a young b i l l y from the Chattlehope herd of b i l l i e s . 
Entirely peat coloured he had no distinguishing 
mark and could only be recognised by fam i l i a r i t y . 
He was not seen again after the winter. ( Fig. 6 ). 
George a yeanling b i l l y from the Bateinghope herd of nannies. 
He spont the winter with his mother on the White 
Crag || Fig. 1. ). She disappeared at the end of 
the wjLnter. He was a uniform peat colour u n t i l 
after the moult when his beard grew very black and 
his fringe which extended over the temples grew 
tawny.. By the beginning of September 1972 his horns 
had smarted to thicken at the base and fl a t t e n 
anteriorly. He was s t i l l only tine size of a nanny 
( Sec» 3. ii. )«, 
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b) Females 
Nancy the largest of the nannies, she was a l i g h t grey 
and (Extremely shaggy* Throughout the study she was 
always found on a flow below Limestone Knowe. 
Jessie a whilte nanny heavily marked with tan. Her right 
horn was broken or frayed off several inches 
shorter than the l e f t * She spent the winter on the 
Castle ( Fig. 3 . ) but was not seen i n the summer. 
Pat a peat coloured animal with a large white patch on 
her l e f t flank. Her face was distinctively streaked 
with white. During the winter she was i n the gorge 
of the Black Cleugh* ( Fig. 3. }. In the summer 
she was a member of the Chattlehope herd. 
Demeter a small v peat coloured animal with the sole 
distinguishing features of tawny coloured ears. 
She spent the winter at the head of the Bateinghope 
Burn ( Fig. 3. ) where she was observed giving 
b i r t h . Her summer was spent with the Bateinghope 
herd. 
I t would be better for a l l beasts to be individually marked 
but so far they have proved d i f f i c u l t to capture. The animals 
captured on Roan Fell were driven down the h i l l with dogs straight 
into a fold in the far.u yard. During the course of their rush down 
h i l l the nannies and the kids cleared a wire fence, }ater measured 
and found to be 1 metre high. They were caught by hand as they 
leapt the r a i l s and pliaced in a byre. This did not prove possible 
on Kielderhead Moor where the animals manage to get on to inaccessible 
rocks. 
The quality arid intensity of l i g h t continually changes making 
some dark colours paarticularly d i f f i c u l t to recognise, but with 
practice this d i f f i c u l t y i s overcome* The colour black i n a kid 
changes to a dark peait colour by the age of two months, although i t 
is of interest that this is not so in some of the short haired 
animals at Hindhope vrhere the black retains i t s intensity even i n 
some adults* 
i 
-22. 
Fig. 3. The Winter Distribution of the Goats i n the Study 
Area of Kielderhead Moor? ( January - March 1972 ) . 
The nannies were dispersed on the broken,, rocky ground at 
the edges of the f e l l sandstone or i n the gorges cut by the 
burns. Some were accompanied by yearlings whilst others 
were on their own* 
The two groups of b i l l i e s ranged much more widely than 
the nannies. They stayed as a l l male herds and the two herds 
were not seen to meet or mingle at any time during the winter. 
The yearlings rtsaained with their presumed mothers 
throughout the winter 
The Winter Dispersion Goats Ki elder head Moor: January - March 1972 
SEX DIFFERENTIATION. 
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iv) Sex Differentiation. 
B i l l i e s may be recognised from, the nannies by the considerable 
growth of hair around the neck merging with the beard. Nannies 
look thin necked, even when compared with males in moult when much 
of the neck hair is lost for a time. The b i l l i e s also have a tuft y 
fringe hanging between the eyes, which i s visible at short range. 
This fringe f i r s t grows at the end of their f i r s t year after the 
moult. Before this titme i t i s only possible to sex the kids when 
the females are observed urinating or some of the young males show 
precocious sexual behaviour in their play. 
The horns of the Kielderhead goats are of two types; a) those 
horns which rise i n a vertical plane and arch over the neck in a 
long scimitar - l i k e curve. These horns have a sharp anterior keels 
and b) those horns which curve upwards, backwards and outwards in an 
incipient spiral. Thsjse horns have a sharp inner keel and a broad 
anterior edge giving the horn a triangular cross section. ( Fig. 6 ). 
The majority of the females carry the scimitar shaped horns 
while the majority of males have the broad, spreading horns but there 
are some exceptions which make i t unsafe to use the horns as a 
reliable guide to the animal*s sex. 
There is also some variation in size. The really large animals 
are usually b i l l i e s . Only one of the females studied is very large 
and shaggy. I t takes four years for a b i l l y to reach i t s f u l l size, 
i f the method of aging by counting the notches on the horns of adult 
animals i s reliable ( Pino 1952 ) ( Fi$. 6.). 
AGK. 
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v) Aass. 
Four age classes may be easily recognised in the f i e l d : -
a) Adults or f u l l y grown animals. 
b) Young males which are older than yearlings but have not yet 
grown to f u l l size and maturity. 
c) Yearlings which were half grown at Christmas when the study 
began ( Fig. 1. ) 9 and did not resume their growth u n t i l the 
end of March. They then grew rapidly u n t i l by the middle of 
June they were indistinguishable i n size from the adult nannies 
although not as large as the mature b i l l i e s . 
d) Kids. 
At very close rariige i t i s possible to see notches on the horns 
of adult animals. I t i s suggested these are annual marks ( Pino 1952 ) . 
Similar marks have not been found on the horns of the domestic goats 
which have been examined i n this study at Chattlehope Farm and 
Twizlehope Farm. 
RANGE AND ACTIVITY. 
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v i ) Range and Activity. 
6 inch to the mile tracings of maps of the area were carried on 
each v i s i t and the positions of individual goats marked on i t ; at 
each hour i f individuals were under continuous observation; or 
where they were found i f the area was being searched for a l l the 
animals. A record o4: the act i v i t y of each animal was made at the 
same time. 
During the summer the southern herd which kept more nearly 
together and often fcid in the saucer to the south east of the Girdle 
Stone and above the Ghattlehope Spout, were usually much easier to 
observe than the northern herd which were often dispersed widely 
and hidden in the haggs of the Bateinghope hirsel* However the 
reverse was true i f the animals were being sought i n i t i a l l y by the 
observer before beginning a pei-iod of observation. The southern 
herd, often i n a clos|e formation could remain hidden in a long hagg 
and traverse a considerable distance without one goat being seen by 
an observer. The loo&ely dispersed nature of the northern herd 
usually meant that an odd animal would be seen i f they were in the 
area being searched. In this study these two herds are called the 
jbiattlehope herd and line Bateinghope herds after the hirsels ©n 
which these animals are found* 
V i i ) FOOD PLANTSo 
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v i i ) Food Plants. 
The most reliable method of food analysis is by the examination 
of stomach contents. This requires the sacrifice of a number of 
animals and was therefore not considered suitable for this study. 
When animals wore observed feeding a note was made of their 
food plants, althoucih i t i s not always possible to see exactly which 
plant i s being consumed when an animal's muzzle is dropped into 
mixed vegetation or when i t is being observed from a distance. 
Faecal pellets were therefore collected for analysis as a further 
method of identifying the food plants. 
The faecal pellets of goats, shejfip and roe deer Capreolus 
capreolus L, ( which are a l l l i v i n g on the moor to some extent at 
least ) are a l l similar* and though often separable when fresh, the 
degree of overlap in their appearance after a rev," hours did not 
allow of their use as an index of abundance of these animals. For 
the same reason, when pellets were collected fro:.a sheep and goats 
for food analysis i t was necessary to collect faeces which were seen 
voided to eliminate any possible source of confusion. 
Pellets were boiled i n MaOH and stored :ln 7C5s alcohol 
u n t i l stained with saffranin and fast green or with heeaaioxylino 
Stained material was mounted in Canada balsam and spread evenly 
over a 7.5 x 5.0 cm* slide. I t was then examined under the high 
power of the microscope and compared with reference slides of 
epidermal mascerations. The tissues of known pleat material for 
these reference glides were fixed i n formalin ascetic acid, cut 
into small pieces and digested in concentrated N i t r i c acid. The 
recognisable material from 15 ocular areas of each slide prepared 
from the faecal pellets was counted. 15 ocular areas were considered 
to be an appropriate number as no significant difference in composition 
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was found i n repeated estimations on new counts from the same 
material. The counts were grouped with other material collected 
in the same week and jpercentage occurrences calculated of one plant 
in relation to a l l the plant material recognised and counted. The 
raw data was examined s t a t i s t i c a l l y by the application of "X*tests. 
The relative occurrence estimates have been assumed to agree 
with the real diet coiaposition, although Hans son ( 1970 ) shows 
that with rodents at least* the most common item is under represented 
and the most uncommon items are over represented. Some plant material 
has a very delicate epidermis and such material might not show up 
well in animal droppliigs. No attempt was made to estimate the 
actual volume of plant material eaten. 
In spite of thesis shortcomings in the method of food analysis 
i t was considered sufficiently reliable to use as a comparative 
method between sheep and goats as any errors inherent i n the method 
would be l i k e l y to be the same for both species. 
3. RESULTS. 
i 
i ) THE WINTER RANGE OF THE GOATS OF THE STUDY AREA OF 
KIELDERHEAP MOOR. JANUARY - MARCH 1972. 
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3. Results. 
i ) The Winter Range of the Goats of the Study Area of Kielderhead 
Moor, January - March 1972. 
When the study bejan in January the sexes were separated. The 
b i l l i e s were in two heeds and the nannies were scattered singly or 
as couples composed of a nanny and a yearling, presumably the nanny*s 
kid of the previous season s t i l l running with her. 
The Chattlehope group of b i l l i e s ( Table 3 )„ a party of five* 
were found around Wool Meath, usually on Oh Me Edge or the western 
slopes of Wool Meath btit never as far west as Rob's Pikes ( Fig. 3 ). 
The Bateinghope billies. ( Table 3 ) , a group of six, lived on the 
southern half of Cartel' Fell above the 500 metre contour ( Fig. 3 )• 
The nannies occupied the broken ground with large exposures of 
rock which occur on the edges of the high moor where the blanket peat 
cover has eroded away. The Chattlehope nannies were spread along the 
gorge of the Black-Cieugh and below Chattlehope Spout ( Fig. 3 ). 
The Bateinghope nannies occupied similarly, but more widely distributed, 
broken ground; the gorges of the Bateinghope and Coomsdon Burns, the 
White Crag ( Fig. 1 ) and Buzzard Crag belowCarter Pike except for 
one animal, the large grey nanny, Nancy, which was always to be found 
on and around a flow bellow Limestone Knowe. 
This dispersion war, maintained u n t i l after kidding towards the 
end of March. 
i i ) KIDS AND RIDDING. 
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i i ) Kids and Kidding.. 
The gestation period of,the goat is 151 days ( Asdell 1964 )• 
The goat is a seasonally polyoestrus animal with a cycle of 21 days 
beginning in September, reaching i t s greatest intensity in October 
and then tapering off ( Asdell 1964 )„ As the kids were born i n the 
th i r d and fourth weeks of March, the rut must have taken place in 
October. 
A b i r t h was observed on the 21st March. The description from 
the f i e l d note book reads 
" I walked WNW to iihe top of the Bateinghope Bum. On the north 
side i n a peat hagg above the gorge was a nanny in a peculiar position. 
She was crouched with her t a i l against a heather bush. I approached 
and s t i l l she did not awn away. Her eyes were half closed and I thought 
at f i r s t she was dying. Then under her muzzle I could see a stil l b o r n 
kid and I realised she was dropping another. Seven minutes later she 
turned and licked the second kid which bleated several times and kicked 
i t s hind legs vigorously as though trying to stand up. I t s fur appeared 
to dry very quickly under the influence of i t s mother's lic k i n g . The 
kid was black with a white topknot and a white blaze across the right 
cheek. I t did not prove possible to discover i t s sex. After nine 
minutes i t stood up and followed, rather unsteadily, i t s mother up the 
side of the burn fox a few metres. There the mother lay down with the 
kid standing by her sidts. 
I withdrew as I thought I had caused enough disturbance. I carried 
the s t i l l b o r n kid away virith me. I t did not appear to have been licked 
and was s t i l l wet when 5: came off the h i l l an hour and a half later. 
During the b i r t h the nanny made no sound but crouched with her 
head and neck held low and her hind hooves level withknd outside the  
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front hooves. Her hind quarters were held low to the ground but I 
could not see what was happening as her t a i l was hidden in the 
Calluna bush. During the time I watched she made no obvious muscular 
movement. The kid appeared to just come. As the nanny moved away 
she tra i l e d afterbirth from her b i r t h canal." 
Table 2. The Measurements of the Stillborn Kid. 
Base of the t a i l to top of skull 37 cms. 
Base of t a i l to t i p of nose 40.5 cms. 
Net weight 1350 g 
Sex Male 
A count of the hoin notches of this nannye suggested that she 
was six years old. She was seen again on other occasions but as 
she did not have her kid with her i t must have succumbed. Xt i s 
of interest that in an investigation into factors affecting 
multiple births Moulick et al ( 1966 ) observed maximum l i t t e r 
size from nannies aged between 61 and 73 months. Ahmed and Tantawy 
( 1960 ) showed the great influence of birth weight on the mortality 
rate 0 1.5 Kg. being thci s t a t i s t i c a l l y significant weight for survival, 
and Eaton ( 1952 } showed l i t t l e difference in the length and 
weight of foetuses due to single,, twin or t r i p l e t pregnancies. 
In New Zealand Ruc'lge ( 1970 ) reports that kids are only hidden 
for the f i r s t four day$t of their l i f e . This would not appear to be 
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the case on Kielderhead Moor, where observations suggest the kid 
remains with the mother for the f i r s t , few days of i t s l i f e but 
is hidden afterwards; u n t i l about six weeks old. I t i s this behaviour 
which gives n annies the reputation of bad mothers1 with shepherds, Who are 
used to the constant attention given by ewes to -their lambs. 
One example of such observations concerned a very young kid 
watched for two hour* between 1200 and 1400 hours on 21st March. 
During this time iff isuckled four times for durations of f i v e , 
eight, five and two minutes before 1245, when the mother lay 
down to ruminate* Whilst the mother cudded the kid sometimes lay 
down for up to fi v e minutes, walked slowly over to a piece of 
vegetation and investigated i t with i t s mouth, walked round i t s 
mother or just stood at i t s mother's side. 
On another occasion on 26th April when the kids were four 
to five weeks old the Ghattlehope herd was watched from 0900 
hours. Mo kids were :>een u n t i l 1652. Before the kids were seen 
one nanny l e f t the hejrd which was lying down and quietly ruminating 
above the Spout at 1625, and circled the moor between the Girdle, 
Wool Meath and the Cattle at a fast walk bleating continuously. 
The nanny concerned wats Pat, a peat coloured nanny with a large 
white patch on her l e f t flank. At 1652 her own kid, which was 
almost wholly white, appeared with three others from a peat hagg 
and ran up to her. They scurried around Pat's hind quarters for 
two or three minutes apparently a l l attempting to suckle. Their 
t a i l s were briskly waving and Pat made no apparent move to drive 
any of the kids away. She stood s t i l l with her nose turned to 
the t a l i s of the kids 'clustered around her udder. This was the 
only behaviour seen which was at a l l reminiscent of the "creche" 
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behaviour of the moufilon Ovis ammon Schreiber (Pfeffer 1967 )• 
After three minutes tliree of the kids ran over to the rest of 
the herd which had resumed feeding at 11645 but were s t i l l almost 
a kilometre away abovo the Spout. Her (ran kid continued to 
suckle. As soon as the other three kids reached the group 
above the Spout they ran to their mothers and suckled. They did 
not cluster around onci nanny again. 
Very soon after this when the kids were about six weeks old 
the kids were observed to remain with their mothers in a loose 
association and even though they might be out of sight of her 
because of the l i e of the land which i s tussocky and nagged, 
they seemed well aware of her position. In stalking the Bateinghope 
herd B always much more d i f f i c u l t to approach*: i t often happened 
that a kid, or two kids feeding together, would be stumbled 
over before they were jseen by the observer. Whenever this happened 
the startled kid would immediately run to i t s mother although she 
had probably been out of sight for some time. I f however a nanny 
was accidentally put to f l i g h t and then a kid was later disturbed 
the kid would run to where i t s mother had been and then stop, 
bleating ( the f i r s t tiLme any sound would have come from either 
the kid or the nanny )„ with no idea which way to run. 
During this period the kids were observed to suckle for 
short periods at any tiLme of the day. They are much more gentle 
with their mothers than lambs or calves. They do not indulge 
in the vigorous bunting at the udder which w i l l often l i f t a 
ewe's hind quarters ofir the ground. A kid's horns at this stage 
are sharp and point straight up, unlike a lamb's which curl over 
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at the top. This is probably the reason for the kid's more 
gentle approach. 
From the 6th June when the kids were about eleven weeks 
old no kid was seen to suckle i n the day time although 
observations were sometimes continued u n t i l darkness made 
further work impossible. Yet two nannies caught and examined 
on Roan F e l l , on 5th July at 1700 hours had extremely f u l l 
milk 
bags from which^was easily expressed. Since no kids were 
observed to suckle i n observations lasting a l l day on Roan 
Fe l l , on Hindhope Law on 28th June, Bewcastle Fell on 2nd 
July, or at the College Burn on the 19th July, i t seems l i k e l y 
that after the kid reaches the age of ten weeks i t only 
suckles in the night Or in the early morning. 
The kids grew rapidly during spring and early summer. 
By the middle of June they were as large as the yearlings had been 
when f i r s t observed in late December. There appears to be a 
severe check to the growth of the kids from the middle of June 
and at the beginning of September there was l i t t l e , i f any9 
observable gain in the size of the kids, apart from a slight 
increase in the length of the horns which were now beginning 
to show a curve. The yearlings had appeared to remain stationary 
in size through the winter, but had resumed growth at the end of 
March at about the same time the kids were bom. The yearlings 
were then seen to grow rapidly u n t i l by the end of June they 
were indistinguishable in size from the adult nannies although 
not as large as the mature b i l l i e s . 
From the age of sdx weeks the young b i l l i e s were occasionally 
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observed to show precocious sexual behaviour* persisting in 
attempts to mount tWsir contemporaries u n t i l a nanny lowered 
her neck i n threat and the episode ended. In domestic goats 
the testes and epidiiiymides develop rapidly from the age of 
30 to 40 days u n t i l '140 to 150 days when they are almost 
f u l l y mature* Spermatozoa appeared at 88 -.95 days. In 
young female domestic goats conception may occur at six months 
of age ( Asdell 1964 ). 
i i i ) THE SUMMER RAHGE OF THr. GOATS OF THE STUDY AREA OF 
KIELDERHEAD MOOR. APRIL - AUGUST 1972. 
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i i i ) The Summer Range of the Goats of the Study Area of 
Kielderhead Moor., April - August 1972. 
I t has been seen that during the winter the nannies did not 
group together whereas the b i l l i e s maintained a herd structure 
throughout this period. By the last week in March a change in herding 
behaviour could be observed. A l l those nannies with kids a few days 
old were by that timo feeding above the areas where they had spent 
the winter and were loosely associated in groups of threes and fours. 
At this time th«i b i l l y herds broke up and only two b i l l i e s could 
be found on the moor; Skull ( table 1 ) from the herd which had fed 
on Carter Fell a l l winter was now feeding with the Bateinghope herd 
of nannies* and Robin ( table 1 ) from the winter herd of b i l l i e s on 
Wool Heath was feeding with the Chattlehope nannies in the saucer of 
ground above the Spout and below the Girdle and the Castle ( Fig. 4 )• 
By the end of April the goats of Kielderhead Moor were in two 
distinct herds which were to remain stable for the rest of the summer. 
The Chattlehope nannies with their yearlings and kids were always to 
be found with Robin o:n the moor to the south of the Girdle Stone. 
They did not go below the Spout as they had done during the winter 
or across to the east bank of the Black Cleugh. They were most often 
found on the north east slope of Wool ifieath down to the Spout ( Fig. 4 ). 
The Bateinghope nannies with their yearlings and their kids 
were i n a looser association spread over more ground, although they 
would bunch up i f their were disturbed* They wandered over more ground, 
showed less concentrated use of particular areas and were more l i k e l y 
to fragment than the Chattlehope herd. Skull was only away from 
these nannies for a period of three days when he followed B i l l and 
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Ben ( table 1 } out over Black Crag to Grey Mare"s Knowe and back 
over Limestone Know© 1;o the far side of Carter Fell before returning 
to the main herd via the head of the Bateinghope Burn and Cross Cleugh. 
This was a favoured route of B i l l and Ben, the two b i l l i e s which 
returned to the Bateinghope herd in the middle of May ( Section 3* v i . ) , 
but were only i n the loosest association with them, going away for days 
at a time* When this occurred they could usually be found by a search 
with;.the telescope of the ground from the White, Crag over to Grey Mare's 
Knowe or a walk over Carter Fell to the Carter Bum. 
Only Nancy ( Table 1 ) , the large grey nanny which had spent the 
winter on the flow below Limestone Knowe did not associate with the 
herd unless they, or components of the herd, were feeding on the flow 
with her. On these occasions she fed with them as an apparent member 
of the herd, but as the rest of the animals moved away she remained 
on the same ground she had occupied a l l winter. She was an extremely 
wary animal, and d i f f i c u l t to approach although not d i f f i c u l t to watch 
as she was easy to find and observe from a distance through the telescope. 
When disturbed she invariably moved down into the steep gorge of the 
unnamed cleugh which began in the flow and ran down into the White 
Kielder. When the rest of the Bateinghope herd were with her they 
invariably followed her in any headlong rush to the safety of the gorge. 
Although Nancy always led the rest in this way she led them i n no 
other way. 
The Bateinghope herd sometimes broke up into two loosely 
associated groups, something the Chattlehope goats did not do. An 
example taken from a f i e l d map on 16th May illustrates the phenomenon. 
The whole herd commenced feeding at f i r s t l i g h t by the Ordnance Stone 
above the head of the Coomsdon Burn where they had been l e f t at dark 
on the previous evening. The whole herd moved, feeding steadily, to 
the Cross Cleugh. % 1100 hours four of the nannies and Skull were 
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Fig. 4. The Observed Summer Range of the Goats on 
Kielderhead Wtoort April - August 1972 
One record in fiive of records taken from the f i e l d 
maps has been marked^ indicating both the range of the 
animals and the areais on which the goats were most 
often found. 
The goats on Chattlehope and Bateinghope respectively 
remgined as two distinct herds throughout the summer. 
Although both sometimes ranged up to the edge of Girdle 
Fell where their rqntjie^abutted, on no occasion vrere the 
two herds there together. 
Fiq. Z , . The Summer Range of the Goals on Kielderhead Moor: April - August 1972 
C o l l i O ' C M I M l K o p i H t ' l 
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feeding about a kilometre down the Cross Cleugh while the rest 
had gone out of sight over the shoulder towards Buzzard Crag. A 
search later i n the afternoon found two nannies and a yearling 
feeding below Buzzard Crag. Before the rest could be found these 
animals were disturbed by the observer stumbling over two kids 
feeding in a peat hac;gs The disturbed! animals moved off down the 
Bateinghope Bum. They must have turned south lower down the burn 
as later in the same day the whole herd were together again feeding 
over the shoulder between Cross Cleugh and the Coomsdon Bum. On 
other occasions two groups originating in this way might remain 
separate for up to three days before joining up again, unless they 
were disturbed i n which case they usually bunched together, although 
they might have been a kilometre or more apart before they were 
disturbed and had no contact for over a day. 
On these occasions there seemed to be no preferential associations 
evident such as were exhibited by B i l l and Ben who were always together, 
or by Robin and Pat and her white kid ( Table H ) , who although not 
apart from thoir herd were usually in close proximity unless the kid 
was playing with another kid in the graup. The only other associations 
shown were those between the nannies and the yearlings and the nannies 
and" kids. 
iv) THE LATE SUMMER. DISPERSION OF THE GOATS OF KIELDERHEAD PK30R. 
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iv) The Late Sunaner Dispersion of the Goats of Kielderhead Moor. 
At the beginning! of August the Forestry Commission began to erect 
a five strand high tension boundary fence along the ridge of Carter 
Fell along the Border which at this point follows the li n e of the 
high ground of Carter F e l l . By the t h i r d week in August the fence 
was i n position as far as a point on the north slope of the Grun. 
The fence was one metre high and i t s purpose was to keep sheep on 
their own hirsels and out of the plantations of trees. 
The Chattlehope and Bateinghope herds maintained their summer 
range ( Sec. i i i . ) uiii t i l the 23rd August when the two herds were 
found on Limestone Knowe ( Table 5 )• They were together as one 
herd and formed a mucin closer association than was the normal 
practice with either herd. The area of ground they were on was the 
f l a t ground above Grey Mare's Knowe and below the high point of 
Limestone Knowe just on the English side of the new boundary fence. 
With the goats o:r Chattlehope and Bateinghope were 8 strange 
b i l l i e s which had not previously been seen during the course of the 
study. They were fuHy mature animals with large spreads of horns. 
These b i l l i e s were wilsh the amalgamated herds but not of them. They 
were watched for five hours between 1430 and 1930 hours on the 23rd 
and i n that time they spent four hours grazing as a group of animals 
along the boundary wire. The eight ruminated for almost an hour 
between 1600 and 1700 hours. Skull and Robin, the herd b i l l i e s and 
George, who must now be considered a young b i l l y , were with the 
nannies. B i l l and Ben could not be found. Nancy was not with the 
herd but was looked for and found on the path hoae on her usual 
place not very far fxim the main body of the herd on the flow below 
and to the south of Limestone Knowe. 
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During the f i v e hours of observations Robin cudded at the same 
time as the 8 strange b i l l i e s . The only other animals to ruminate 
during the observation period were three nannies* Skull and George 
persistently walked through the herd sniffing at the genital area of 
the nannies. Most of the nannies j u s t moved away rather more quickly 
than a normal grazing walk but occasionally a nanny would lower her 
hind quarters, l i f t hor t a i l and urinate while both Skull and George 
would hold their nosesi to the stream of urine. Skull showed no 
i r r i t a t i o n at the close proximity of George. During the whole period 
Skull kept his t a i l erect showing his unusually dark perineal skin. 
George held his t a i l in a position just below the horizontal, a 
common position for kids to carry their t a i l s but not previously 
noticed in yearlings. Occasionally as a nanny walked away from the 
attentions of the two b i l l i e s Skull would stand and stretch his neck 
at the same time l i f t i n g his upper l i p and projecting i t forward. The 
peregrination of Skull and George through the herd kept the nannies 
and kids continually on the move in a milling movement. In a normal 
period of observation ione would have had to move one's position several 
times in a five hour stretch to keep the animals under observation for 
that time. This was n«:>t necessary on this occasion. 
Neither Robin nor the 3 strange b i l l i e s interacted with the 
nannies. 
FOOD PREFERENCES INHIBITED BY THE GOATS OF OELDERHEAD MOOR. 
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v) Food Preferences Exhibited by the Goats of Kielderhead Moor. 
Because of the (nixed nature of the vegetation; there being few 
i f any pure stands oi; a single species apart from the Sphagnum found 
growing in large blocks on some of the flows, i t was often d i f f i c u l t 
to be sure what the goats were eating by direct observation ( Sec. 2. v i i ) . 
On some occasions in the winter b i l l i e s were seen standing in very wet 
conditions apparently eating nothing but Sphagnum. On other occasions 
the/ seemed to feed exclusively on the tips of heather C. vulqarsis. 
On these occasions the herd of . i i l l i e s would cover a large area of 
ground f a i r l y quickly walking at a fast pace between each bite. As 
the examination of feisding preferences was made to establish the amount* 
i f any, of competition with sheep only one collection of faeces was 
made, from the Wool Mt»ath herd of b i l l i e s , throughout the winter as 
no sheep were up on the high moor and therefore no competition was 
taking place. This collection showed remains of Sphagnum and Galluna. 
No other pellets collected in the course of the study showed Sphagnum 
again. 
The sheep, Scotch, Blackface cross Swaledales are retained on the 
lower ground through the winter where they are fed hay to supplement 
their grazing. Lambing began in the last week of April and the greater 
part of i t was over by the end of the f i r s t week of May. From this time 
the sheep began to feed higher and the hay supplement was stopped. 
The sheep are i n 1';wo hirsels called the Chattlehope and Bateinghope 
hirsels looked after by two shepherds. In the evening shepherds rake 
their animals to the higher ground. During the day the sheep feed 
towards the lower ground showing a preference for the grassier swards 
growing on the better drained slopes off the blanket peat which envelopes 
the high moor. Blackfa:ces are preferred on this type of ground because 
of their hardiness and their preference for feeding widely over the 
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ground and not collecting in knots of aore than five or six ( Freser 
Darling 1937b ) unlike lowland hreeds which flock and feed together 
as a tight unit. 
The sheep were not present on the high ground occupied by the 
goats* u n t i l after the completion of l a d i n g . They were taken from 
the aoor for the week Hahleh ended 12th Hay and were again removed fraa 
the moor at the end of June for clipping. The adverse weather jaade 
this a protracted laboiar and the sheep did not return u n t i l the middle 
of July. Fig* 5 shows, the composition of the food of the goats and 
sheep present on the high lsoor during this period of the summer. The 
composition i s ejspresgjiati as a patcentsgas of .the. occurrence of tho plant 
cratarlal In the faecal pellet {taaiysie* the tables ©f percentages of 
the relative oC(&irs?e«cji* of the plent oa^ex-leil h*v# Swasn placed i n the 
appendix* 
I t i s not surprising that the sheep and goats eat the sane plants 
as the moor is species poor, Until the beginning of July both species 
were eating siailax prttportiohs of Callttna, The amount of Cladpnia i n 
tho goat pel lota hffisrevo? suggests that they were bi t i n g more of the 
Calluna stem o f f , than the sheep as i t i s the lower parts of the heather 
stem on which the Cladfltnla grows. The sheep would: appear to be eating 
the tips of the heathel" only as ho Clarionia was found in any of the 
sheep s3taplQS analysed • 
Because of the lateness of the spring I t t«as the end of the f i r s t 
week i n June before raoat plants were growing well* Tho results froci 
the analysis of the sheep pelleta reflect- the greater choice available 
to thea after this tisne. There was a considerable increase i n their 
intake of Trlchophorum after this time and a corresponding f a l l in the 
proportion of heather eaten. The goats at a l l times appeared to consume 
a larger proportion of ISaliuna, than the sheeps but as the fresh growth 
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°£ Trichophoium became available they also ate a larger share of this 
plant. The sheep ate a constant proportion of Eriophorum whereas the 
proportion decreased i n the goats u n t i l by the end of June they were 
apparently eating none at a l l . I t i s of interest that no Rubus 
chamaemorus appeared in either animal's diet u n t i l a small amount was 
recorded i n sheep at the end of June, by which tiiae i t s period of 
growth and flowering mis over. Taylor ( 1971 ) states that flowering 
of this plant coincides! with the lactation period of h i l l sheep and 
that these animals crop> the flowers, which are beneficial because of 
their high nutrient content. Although reference material was made of 
Cloudberry flowers no widence of their forming part of the diet of 
either sheep or goats «it this flowering stage was found in this study. 
X 1 tests were applied to the raw data of the faecal pellet 
analysis and no significant differences were found between the sheep 
and goat results u n t i l the weekending 2nd June when P < O'.Ot. The 
results for the remaining weeks of 9th„ 16th, 23rd and 30th June were 
highly significant,, P < 0. 001. 
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Fig. 5. Food Pref erisnces Expressed as a Percentage of the 
Faecal Pellet Analysis. 
The histogram represents the proportions of the food 
eaten by the goa1;s and the sheep on Kielderhead Moor* 
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v l ) Behaviour 
From this study i t would appear that feral goats are as shy 
and wary an any wild animal and their reactions to external stimuli 
just as sensitive. The goats have been found to have acute senses 
of sight, smell and hearing. 
4 9 . 
a) Sight 
On many occasions! i t was found that goats would sight the 
observer at about 1 Kni. distance. They would continue to feed or 
ruminate without however taking their eye off the approaching 
observer, and would allow the observer to approach -within 300 metres 
without taking f l i g h t , but keeping the observer under constant 
surveillance. I f the observer were lost to view for a moment they 
would show a certain agitation and t r y to reach a point from where 
the intruder could be seen. Approached; a l i t t l e closer they would 
wait u n t i l the observer dropped from sight again when they themselves 
would take the opportunity of disappearing. Fraser Darling ( 1937a) 
reports the same reactions. 
I f i n the course of a stalk the goats are approached by the 
observer in the prone position and he i s then seen the goats w i l l 
approach closer to see what this strange creature i s . This sense of 
curiosity would be their undoing i f the;/ were being poached. Pfeffer 
( 1967 ) records the same sense of curiosity in mouflon. 
Ovis ammon. 
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b) Smell 
I f one has successfully stalked goats and is lying concealed, 
within a distance of 100 metres and the wind changes direction to 
blow towards the goats one may see then l i f t their heads, sniff the 
ai r and immediately take f l i g h t , this sudden smell of a human being 
causes more instant alarm than the sudden view of an approaching 
observer. I f the wind is blowing strongly and noisily i t i s possible 
to approach to within two or three metres of an individual goat before 
i t w i l l become aware of one's presence when i t w i l l expel a i r sharply 
through the nostrils making a snorting, whistling c a l l which appears 
to alarm the whole herd. Either this sound does not carry very far 
or i t is only made when danger i s very close as i t i s only heard i n 
the course of such close stalks or when an animal i s inadvertently 
discovered under a peat hagg before the observer is aware of i t s 
presence* 
The goats themselves have a strong smell easily sensed by a 
human nose. The b i l l i e s smell especially strongly. 
On three occasions when observation was carried on u n t i l I t was 
too dark to see the goats, they were continuing to feed u n t i l sight 
was lost of them. I t lis probable that the smell of vegetation plays 
some part i n their continued feeding after dark. Ashby ( 1972 ) has 
reviewed the problems of sleeping and grazing i n ruminants after dark. 
The nanny while being suckled stands with her head turned to the 
kid sniffing i t s perineal region while at the same time the kid briskly 
waves i t s t a i l . I t would seem from this that a sense of smell plays a 
part in the identification of her kid. 
On no occasion were adults seen to sniff each other u n t i l 23 rd 
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August when Skull and George spent the whole observation period 
sniffing at the genital areas of the nannies ( Sec. 3. i v . ) • 
c) Hearing 
Goats have a good sense of hearing. On many occasions while 
observing goats they were seen to become aware of the presence of 
a shepherd and his do<js on the moor before the observer had heard 
his calls or whistles to his dogs. These sounds always sent the 
goats into the nearest hagg and along I t s line u n t i l they were 
gone completely from that part of the moor. Their use of haggs as 
lines of escape often made i t extremely d i f f i c u l t to see where 
they went. 
The goats of Kielderhead Moor appeared able to discriminate 
dangerous sounds from non-dangerous sounds to which they had become 
habituated. On perhaps 10 occasions on every day aircraft of the 
R. A. F. would skim la,w over the moor travelling from North to South. 
The sudden roar of their jets almost invariably startled the observer 
without appearing to disturb the goats at a l l . Similarly Army 
helicopters from Otterburn often flew low over the moor without 
causing the least sign, of apprehension0 yet on the v i s i t to Roan Fell 
a single helicopter flew over and caused an immediate stampede of the 
goats being watched at that moment. Not being so near the Army camp -
at Otterburn they are perhaps not so used to helicopters and they did 
not appear to be in the direct f l i g h t path of R. A. F. training f l i g h t s 
as Kielderhead always appeared to be. 
The distant booms and crumps from the Army range caused no concern 
neither did thunder directly overhead during a heavy storm i n June yet 
the f i r s t crackle of f i r i n g from the grouse butts below the High 
Countess put to f l i g h t goats being watched at the head of the Bateinghope 
Burn. I t is of interest in this respect that Riney and Gaughley ( 1952 ) 
advocate the use of low powered r i f l e s f i t t e d with silencers to control 
the herds of goats i n |New Zealand so that the disturbance of the rest 
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of the herd can be kept at a minimum* They found shooting with 
high powered r i f l e s caused the goat herds to become excessively 
wary* 
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d) Activity 
The feral goat is a herbivore which spends the greater part of 
the day feeding,, and in the intervals when i t i s not i t is usually 
lying down ruminating. Some animals occasionally spend part of the 
ruminating period standing but i t would spend at least some of the 
time lying down. Goats were not seen to sleep although on three 
occasions they were found to have moved very l i t t l e during the 
period of t o t a l darkness. 
Table 3» Numbers of animals ruminating i n hourly periods i n a) the Chattlehope and b) Batelnqhope Herds* 
a) Chattlehopo 06-09 09-10 10-11 11-12 12-13 13-14 14*15 15*16 16-17 17-18 18-19 19-20 26-21 21-22 
28/iv/72 0 0 0 1 8 3 0 0 7 2 0 0 0 0 
5/ v/72 0 0 0 3 8 2 1 0 10 5 1 0 0 0 
12/v/72 0 0 0 2 16 3 2 0 7 14 2 1 0 0 
19/v/72 0 0 0 1 10 9 0 0 6 7 3 0 0 0 
2fi/y/?2 Q o 0 3 16 4 0 0 13 10 5 0 0 0 
2/vi/72 0 0 0 3 3 5 0 0 9 7 8 1 0 0 
9/vi/72 0 0 0 4 4 5 0 0 10 6 6 0 0 0 
Wvi/72 0 0 0 7 10 9 0 0 5 8 5 0 0 0 
23/vi/72 0 0 0 16 10 7 0 0 6 11 12 0 0 0 
30/vi/72 0 0 0 12 13 6 0 0 5 8 7 0 0 0 
7/vii/72 0 0 0 10 14 2 0 0 6 6 6 0 0 0 
14/vii/72 0 0 0 7 12 .5 0 0 7 7 a c 0% 
Table 3. continued 
Batelnghop© 08-09 09-10 10-11 11-12 12-13 13*1 
E. 28/iv/72 0 0 0 3 3 1 
5/ v/72 0 0 0 T 7 0 
12/ v/72 0 0 0 2 3 5 
19/ v/72 0 0 0 3 5 5 
OA/. ,#/_*J¥> w v# » ,r\ • w 
r\ 
V 
f\ w I S . J1V £. 
2/vi/72 0 0 0 0 2 1 
9/vl/72 o 0 0 3 2 
16/yl/72 0 0 0 2 1 3 
23/vi/72 0 0 0 3 4 3 
30/yi/72 0 0 0 4 4 3 
7/vii/72 0 0 0 5 5 6 
14/vii/72 0 0 0 5 4 4 
14-15 15-16 16-17 17-18 
1 1 2 0 
1 0 1 3 
0 2 3 7 
0 0 1 8 
T i 7 
1 3 5 2 
1 1 4 5 
2 1 3 4 
1 1 4 5 
0 1 2 5 
0 0 1 7 
1 1 4 3 
18-19 19-20 20-21 21-22 
0 0 0 0 
1 1 0 0 
0 2 0 0 
3 2 0 0 
2 1 0 0 
1 0 0 0 
3 1 0 0 
3 1 0 0 
* rs 0 
4 2 0 0 
6 3 0 0 
6 1 0 0 
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Table 3 indicates the to t a l numbers of goats observed ruminating 
during hourly periods i n any one week. The lower numbers for Bateinghope 
( Table 3b ) do not necessarily mean that this herd spent less time 
cudding than Ghattlehope. i t was just more d i f f i c u l t to observe as 
many animals at one time with this herd even when they were up together 
in one group and not broken up. the convex nature of the shoulders of 
ground between the Batniinghope Bum, Cross CleUgh and Coomsdon Burn where 
the animals spent a considerable part of their time only gave the observer 
a severely circumscribed f i e l d of view. 
No animals were ever seen ruminating i n the morning before 1100 
hours. However less time was spent vtith animals under observation i n 
this morning period as i t was often spent i n searches for the goats 
which could not always be found easily. Again no animals were observed 
to ruminate between 20C0 hours and the f a l l of darkness. A l l the animals 
which were observed i n these two periods of early morning and late evening 
grazed steadily for thsi whole time. 
The Chattiehope herd cudded i n two periods, between 1100 and 1400 
hours and between 1600 hours and 2000 hours. They often but not always 
spent the f i r s t ruminaiiing period in the flow j u s t below and to the HE 
of Wool Heath having spent the morning grazing and travelling in that 
direction. The later ruminating period would often be spent above the 
Spout. There is an increase in the numbers of Chattiehope goats cudding 
in the earlier 11-12 period in June ( Table 3 ) which can perhaps be 
explained by the lengthening day and the earlier dawn.at thi s time of year. 
The Bateinghope herd cudded over a longer period and some animals 
could sometimes be seen, cudding between 1400 and 1600 hours a period 
when only one animal from Chattiehope was observed ruminating. However 
the Bateinghope herd peak cudding times were similar to the Chattiehope*s 
f a l l i n g between 1100 arid 1400 hours and between 1600 and 2000 hours. The 
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Bateinghope herd alwayii wandered wider than the Chattlehope herd and 
showed less faithfulness t o a favoured area t o ruminate although probably 
larger numbers of goatii were counted ruminating at, the head of the 
Coomsdon Bum on the northern slopes which again faced NE as d i d the 
flow below Wool Meath. than any where else on the Bateinghope h i r s e l * 
Greater numbers oil goats were observed grazing than i n any other 
a c t i v i t y . There i s a difference i n the way sheep graze and the way 
goats graze* Goats cover considerably more ground i n a period ef grazing 
than do sheep which fectd steadily away at a patch of vegetation before 
moving s l i g h t l y t o graj:e another* Goats take one b i t e and then move a 
pace or two before taking another b i t e * This i s p a r t i c u l a r l y noticeable 
i n the winter when the b i l l y herds watched feeding used to move at a 
f a s t walk across the mcior taking a b i t e here and there as they went* 
The nannies at t h i s time did hot move f a r but again they moved between 
bites* On those occasions ( Sec. 3* vi» b.) when observations were 
carried on u n t i l i t was> too dark to see the goats they were continuing 
to feed u n t i l sight was l o s t of them* However on these occasions the 
animals were picked up at f i r s t l i g h t i n the same spot where they had 
been l e f t a few hours e a r l i e r which suggests they had not fed long but 
had rested and ruminated f o r the greater part of the dark hours* Whether 
they are able to res t a l l the hours of darkness during the winter i s not 
known. I t would seem un l i k e l y that they would be able t o eat s u f f i c i e n t 
food during the short day-light hours. Sheep make and follow paths i n 
single f i l e . No goats jwere ever seen following a path* They moved on 
a broad f r o n t . 
Kielderhead Moor has no suitable plants f o r browsing except f o r 
the few birches i n the cleugh leading to White Kielder. No animal was 
ever seen eating t h i s although they were only observed to go there when 
they had been disturbed from the flow below Limestone Knowe. Goats at 
the College were observed t o take a leaf or two from the hazel trees 
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which they passed through on t h e i r way up h i l l from the College Burn 
a f t e r drinking. 
ICielderhead Moor i s a wet place. No goat would have to walk f a r 
to drink* and no p a r t i c u l a r drinking places were observed. 
In s p ite of the f a c t that the goats are extremely shaggy and 
could be expected to Carry many ectoparasites» l i t t l e time seemed t o 
be spent i n grooming. The goats appeared to have no d i f f i c u l t y i n 
reaching any part of t h e i r body to scratch. They scratched the forward 
part of t h e i r body with t h e i r hind hooves and the rear part with t h e i r 
horns ( Fig. 6 ) • Flitas and midges were never a problem at any time 
during the summer, posisibly because the weather was cool, wet and above 
a l l extremely windy. Ho Tabanids were seen on the moor during the 
course of the study. 
Fig. 6. the Ageing of Feral,Goats by an Examination 
of t h e i r Horn Rings. 
The photograph shows a b i l l y scratching i t s back with 
i t s hornsb The two.annual rings which indicate the 
animal i s i n i t s t h i r d year can be seen c l e a r l y . 
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e) The Social Systems. 
ZuSherman ( 1932 ) has suggested that s o c i a l i t y has i t s roots i n 
the physiological and psychological processes of reproduction. This 
i s an aspect of goat ecology on which iftudge { pers. comm. ) i s working 
i n New Zealand where they breed throughout the year and there i s , 
consequently, no clear d i s t i n c t i o n between male groups and female groups 
alternating w i t h a defined r u t , as there i s on Klelderhead Moor. 
From Christmas when the study started u n t i l the end of March when 
the kids are born the nannies remain s o l i t a r y or i n company with t h e i r 
kids of the previous season on the broken, rocky ground which surrounds 
the moor ( Fig. 1. ) . I t i s to t h i s type of ground that the summer 
herds go i f they are persistently disturbed, here they bunch closely 
together and face round to the intruder. Dogs which have faced them 
before have to be encouraged to approach them again and the goats are 
perfectl y capable of keeping them o f f with t h e i r horns. 
Once the nannies have given b i r t h t o t h e i r kids they leave the 
small, sheltered area, i n which they have spent the winter and go up to 
the high moor. The basic structure of the herd i s the maternal 
relationship between the nanny, her k i d from the previous season and 
the new born k i d . This i s commonly seen i n many herbivorous ungulates 
( Morton and Cheatum 1946, Fraser Darling 1950, Verheyen 1955, 
Burkhart 1958, Player, and Feely 1960, Kiley - Worthington 1965, and 
Pfeffer 1967 ) . This basic u n i t of the family group i s the basis of the 
hefting system practised on h i l l pastures i n t h i s country which has i t s 
o r i g i n i n the need of the lamb to follow i t s mother ( Hunter 1964 ) . 
This basic structure was maintained throughout the winter. 
By the end of March two d i s t i n c t female herds were present on 
Kielderhead Moor. Each herd had one adult male with i t i n addition to 
any yearling males which were present. This herd structure was retained 
a l l through the surameir u n t i l 23rd August when as described i n Sec.3.iv 
both herds came together at the beginning of the period of the r u t . 
Male herds were maintained from the beginning of the study at 
Christinas a l l through the winter. There were two herds of f i v e and 
six ( Table 5 ) . They maintained separate ranges ( Fig. 3. ) through 
the winter. Except f o r the two b i l l i e s Robin and. S k u l l , which remained 
with the female herds during the summer i t i s not known what happened 
to the male herds i n the summer, as they disappeared from the moor a f t e r 
Easter. Two, B i l l and Ben, returned l a t e r and spent the summer i n a 
loose association with the Bateinghope female herd. They were often 
away f o r several days at ajjtime and on one occasion Skull,, the Bateinghope 
b i l l y accompanied them during one of these journeys a f i e l d ( Sec. 3. i i i ) • 
On v i s i t s to Roan F e l l a group of 2 mature males and 6 young males were 
seen away from the three female groups one of which had no b i l l y with i t 
( Table 8 ) and to the College two b i l l i e s were seen away from the 
nannies ( Table 9 ) . It i s thought that the group of females at the 
College was an assemblage of female herds as they were observed coming 
away from drinking together at the College Burn. The herd of mature 
b i l l i e s ( Sec. 3. i v ) which appeared on Limestone Knowe on the 23rd 
August had not been observed before i n the course of the study but there 
i s no reason to doubt 'that they had been together a l l summer jas those 
people who observe goats i n the course of t h e i r d a i l y a c t i v i t i e s such 
as foresters, shepherdis and members of 'the hunt a l l speak of wandering 
b i l l i e s , and, during the period of the r u t of single, vagabond b i l l i e s 
which they a l l r e f e r to as having been^banished"' from the herd. I n my 
walk along the Border I was not fortunate enough t o come across b i l l i e s 
f a r away from the main herds ( Fig. 2 )„ but the herd at Bewcastle had 
no b i l l y and none could be found although kids were present ( Table 7 ) • 
From t h i s information i t seems that the social structure of the 
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goats of Kielderhead Itoor could be represented as i n Fig. 7* 
The social tendency of the goats which results i n a group 
cohesion and the formation of herds would appear to be expressed i n 
an alielo-mimetic reaction, the i m i t a t i v e behaviour of a strong 
following reaction, !tf a goat walked purposefully away others were 
seen to l i f t t h e i r heads and follow. Only i n case of alarm was any 
sound made. No contact was maintained by bleating, the way i t i s i n 
sheep, except on thosis occasions when a k i d l o s t i t s mother or a nanny 
was looking f o r her kiid ( Sec. 3. i i . ) • The social signal would 
appear to be that aniiisais walking purposefully away l i f t t h e i r t a i l s 
exposing the perineal skin, which i n most animals was pink. I n some 
cases defaecation took place during the f i r s t few steps. The i m i t a t i v e 
behaviour of the following animals would r e s u l t i n group synchrony. 
Group synchrony could be seen well i n the numbers of animals ruminating 
at the same time (- Table 3 ) . 
Scott and Stewart: ( 1946 ) found no correlation between dominance 
and leadership i n a study of a flock of goats and none was observed i n 
t h i s study. I f when £111 and Ben were disturbed by the observer and i n 
t h e i r hurry to escape Ben came too near Biil„ B i l l would turn and give 
Ben a severe blew i n the r i b s with h i s horns* This was never seen to be 
returned* Similarly some nannies would do t h i s i f i n the general melee 
of an escape another animal crowded them. I f a nanny were disturbed by 
the play of another nanny's k i d she would lower her neck i n threat at 
the offending k i d which was always seen to desist from what i t had been 
doing. Kids would play sometimes by rearing up and clashing t h e i r horns 
together f o r up t o ten minutes at a time without either animal appearing 
to attempt to gain advantage of the other. During the winter when the 
b i l l y herds were being searched f o r , conditions of v i s i b i l i t y were 
usually bad and attention was often drawn to the herds by the considerable 
amount of time the young immature b i l l i e s spent i n rearing up and 
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clashing t h e i r horns together^ again without appearing to attempt to 
gain an advantage over each other. No mature b i l l i e s were ever seen 
to indulge i n t h i s iliead clashing although i f when disturbed by the 
observer the herd rushed away and other animals crowded them they 
would stop and give the offending animal a blow i n the r i b s . I t i s 
possible that during these bouts of horn clashing both as kids and as 
immature b i l l i e s a social heirarchy i s established. No nannies were 
seen rearing and clashing horns although t h i s of course does not mean t h a t 
they never do i t . Dominant animals were considered to be those animals 
which were seen to s t r i k e another i n the r i b s with t h e i r horns without 
the blow being returned. Leadership was not apparent i n any animal 
except perhaps i n Nancy who always led the rush to safety from below 
Limestone Knowe ( Se<;. 3. i i i . ) . Fraser Darling ( 1937a ) states 
that the b i l l i e s leact the way and the nannies send t h e i r kids i n f r o n t 
of them* This was net found to be the case i n t h i s study but the 
differences may be caused by the differences i n the type of ground on 
which they were observed i n the two studies. 
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Fig. 7. The Social Structure of the Goats Between 
January and September. 
On Kielderhead Moor male herds are separate from the female 
herds u n t i l the pre rujt period. Female herds form a f t e r the 
b i r t h of the kids i n M.arch and are accompanied by a single 
herd b i l l y . 
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v i i ) Population. 
Goats are present along the high ground of the Scottish 
Borders. ( Fig. 2 ) . Herds have been found at College Bum, 
Hindhope Law, Kielderihead Moor ( the study area ) , Bewcastle F e l l 
and Roan F e l l . There are possibly other groups of animals on some 
of the other high h i l l s of the area but they were not discovered 
during t h i s study. Herds of b i l l i e s may be found at any time 
anywhere along the Borders and s o l i t a r y vagabond b i l l i e s may be 
seen during the time of the r u t . ( Sec. 3. v i . e . ) In the course 
of t h i s short study the only strange herd of b i l l i e s observed was 
the herd which joined the Kielderhead goats on the 23rd August. 
Goats are also to be found along the high ground of the 
counties of Dumfries and Kirkudbright to the west but no attempt 
was made to locate and count any of these herds i n the l i m i t e d 
time available f o r t h i s study. 
Two d i s t i n c t types of scenery are to be found along the high 
ground of the Borders; a) the rounded grassy knowes of the igneous 
complex found i n the Cheviots on the Lower Old Red Sandstone and 
found on the intensely folded Hawick Rocks of the S i l u r i a n and 
b) the high, heather covered plateaux of the Carboniferous ( Fig. 1 ) • 
The College and Hindhope are grassy knowes on lavas. Roan F e l l i s a 
simi l a r grassy knowe but on greywacke and shale. Bewcastle and the 
study area of Kielderhead Moor are of the second type, a high 
tableland of blanket peat overlying sandstones. There are obvious 
differences of n u t r i t i o n a l levels i n these areas. Gn the knowes of 
Roan F e l l , Hindhope and the College the Cheviot sheep are reared 
w h i l s t on the peat covered grounds the hardier and smaller cross 
Swaledale Scotch Blackfaces are preferred. The nannies i n the herds 
on the grassy areas appear larger than the nannies from the peat 
covered areas* The nannies from Roan F e l l , ( Table9 ) , Hindhope 
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and the College observed i n t h i s study are t a l l e r , leggier and carry less 
ha i r than the small, shaggy females from Bewcastle and Kielderhead. 
Table 4. The size of female goat herds i n summer. 
Chattiehope 11* 
Bateinghope . 20* 
Bewcastle 10 
Roan Fe l l 19* 17* 6 
College 26** 
Hindhope 14» 4 
* Female herds w i t h a single b i l l y present* 
** I t i s possible that the group at the College were a combination of herds 
as they were observed! going back u p h i l l from drinking. Three b i l l i e s 
were present. 
The^freare no obviouis differences i n b i l l i e s from any of the areas. 
Once the b i l l i e s are mature animals they are a l l very similar i n t h e i r 
size and the amount of ha i r they carry* On Roan F e l l a number of twins were 
successfully reared this. year. (Table 9 ) . The College herd also has some 
twins ( Table 10 ) . Mr. G. Laing informs me that on Roan F e l l some female 
kids come in t o season i n t h e i r f i r s t October. I f they become pregnant 
however he finds that tfciey die during t h e i r f i r s t vrinter* (Domestic sheep 
come in t o season on the areas where the goats l i v e i n t h e i r f i r s t Autumn 
but these hoggets are normally prevented by t h e i r shepherds from breeding 
u n t i l they are i n t h e i r second year. ) I n none of the other herds on the 
Borders do kids come in t o season i n t h e i r f i r s t Autumn ( T* E l l i o t , 
Hindhope and Mrs. G. E l l i o t , College pers. comm. )«, As the herds at the 
College and on Roan F e l l are culled i n some years t h e i r differences i n 
levels of fecundity, f e r t i l i t y and age of recruitment to the breeding 
population are possibly not solely caused by the differences i n 
n u t r i t i o n a l levels on the moors and knowes* 
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Table 5. Population oi; Kielderhead MoorB January 1972. 
Chattlehooe Bateinqhope Totals 
Mature males 1 2 3 
Young males 4 4 8 
Females 6 11 17 
Yearlings 3 4 T 
Totals 114 21 35 
Table 6. Population of.Kielderhead Moor. July 1972. 
Mature males 1 3 a 4 
Young males 0 0 0 
Females 5 8 13 
Yearlings 2 C 3 b 5 
Kids 3 6 9 
Totals '.11 20 31 
a The additional mature male i n the Bateinghope herd was not an 
animal from elsewhere., I t was Ben { Table 1 ) , one of the young 
males of t h i s herd wMch could now be considered a f u l l y mature 
Male. 
b Two of the yearllntjs became i d e n t i f i a b l e as nannies. The t h i r d 
grew a t u f t y f r i n g e on i t s forehead a f t e r the moult i d e n t i f y i n g i t 
as a b i l l y ( George oi: Table 1 ) . 
c I d e n t i f i e d as nanniies. 
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Table 7. Population of Kielderhead Moor, l a t e August 1972. 
Mature males 
Young males 
Females 
Kids 
Totals 
Ji&talgamated herd on 
Limestone Knowe. 
10 a 
1 
16 b 
9 
36 
Solitary nanny above 
White Kielder 
0 
0 
1 C 
0 _ 
Totals 
10 
1 
17 
9 
37 
a The t o t a l of ten mature males i s composed of Robin and S k u l l , the 
two herd b i l l i e s and eight strange b i l l i e s . B i l l and Ben had l e f t 
the moor. ( Table 1 <imd Sec. 3 i v . ) 
b The females* t o t a l s include two female yearlings from Chattlehope 
and two female yearli'.ngs from Bateinghope which are indistinguishable 
from the adult nannies at t h i s stage, 
c The single nanny i s Nancy ( Table' 1 and Sec. 3 i v ) • 
Table 8. Population of Bewcastle F e l l , July 1972. 
Mature males 0 
Young males 0 
Females 6 
Yearlings 0 a 
Kids 4 
Totals 10 
These animals were im one group on Chiistianbury Grag. 
a I t i s not known i f any of the animals l i s t e d under females were 
yearlings. 
No b i l l i e s or other groups of animals were found. 
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Table 9. Population! of Roan Fel l . July 1972. 
Herd 1 Herd 2 Herd 3 Herd 4 Totals 
Mature males 2 1 1 0 4 
Young males3 6 0 0 0 6 
Females9 0 7 6 2 15 
Yearlings 3 0 0 0 0 0 
Kids , 0 „ 11 10 4 25 
Totals 8 19 17 6 50 
a Presumably some cf the nannies and young males were 
yearlings but by July i t is too d i f f i c u l t to be certain* 
Table 10. Population of College Bum, July 1972. 
Mature males 3 
Young males 
Females 23 
Yearlings 
Kids 
Totals 26 
This herd proved impossible to count f u l l y i n the time available. 
The cover provided by the gorse Ulex europaeus L. along the banks 
of the burn ( the hazel Gorylus availana L. on the lower slopes and 
the bracken Pteridiuni aquilinum ( L. ) Kuhn higher up made counts 
of kids t o t a l l y unreliable. 
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Table 11. Population of Hindhope Law, July 1972. 
Herd t Herd 2 
Mature males 4 0 
Young males 0 0 
Females 5 4 
Yearlings 3 1 0 
Kids 4 0 
Totals 14 4 
a Yearlings axe d i f f i c u l t to recognise in July, but one female 
icid was boxn to this herd in 1971, none in 1970 and three i n 
1969 ( T. i i l l i o t , purs, coram. ) The mortality was not inown. 
Table 12. Weights of Goats caught on Roan Fe l l . 6 / v i i / 72. 
Nanny 51.8 Kg. Nanny 45.4 Kg. 
her two kids s- her two kidsa-
male 17.7 Kg. male 23.2 Kg. 
female 15.4 Kg. female 21.3 Kg. 
The f i r s t nanny showed eight notches on her herns whilst the second 
showed six { Pino 1952 ). An examination of their teeth by Mr. G. Laing 
accustomed to ageing sheep by sn examination of the eruption and wear 
of their teeth, suggested that this was a reasonable indication of 
their age. Their teeth were also compared with the teeth of domestic 
goats present on the farm. This second check also suggested that 
nine and seven was a reasonable indication of their ages. ( Fig. 6. ) 
b) Mortality 
Enigration and mortality are d i f f i c u l t to distinguish. I t i s 
d i f f i c u l t to ascribe the disappearance from a population of an animal 
as death unless the lx>dy is found. No dead adult animals were found 
during the study although the whole moor was crisscrossed countless 
times during the course of the studyg both randomly and on fixed 
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compass lines i n search and observation of the goats. The only 
corpses seen were on the 21st March '1972 of a s t i l l b o r n kid and 
of the remains of an apparently fresh born kid being fed on by 
two ravens Corvus corax L on the broken ground below Oh Me Edge. 
On the 1st May 1972 a careful a l l day search produced six 
kids in the Bateinghope herd. Demetcar, the nanny which had been 
observed giving b i r t h to the twins { Sec. 3 i i ) B one of which had 
been st i l l b o r n did not appear to have a kid and none of the kids 
was marked i n the same way as the one which was seen born. She 
was never seen again with a kid. On the following day a similarly 
careful count was wads of the Chattl©hope herd. At the time they 
had four kids. One of these later disappeared. I t i s d i f f i c u l t 
to be certain of the date but i t vras definitely not there by the 
beginning of June. No traces of i t were found. 
The nanny which was absent from the Chattlehope herd ( Tables 3 
and 4 ) after the winter was not seen after 21st March 1972. She was 
well marked and distinctive. Namud Jessie she w'as white with tan 
markings { a unique colour on this moor ) and her right horn was 
several inches shorter than the l e f t ( Table 1 }• A l l through the 
winter she could be found on the Castle ( Fig. 3 ). 
Three nannies disappeared from the Bateinghope herd before the 
middle of May. I t is d i f f i c u l t to be certain when they went, they 
were not distinctively marked and had not been, individually 
distinguished. 
Of the four b i l l i e s present on Kielderhead Moor during the 
winter only four have been seen since 21st March 1972. But two of 
these B i l l and Ben disappeared for a while 9 returning to the 
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Bateinghope herd on 181;h Hay 1972 after an absence; of nearly 
eight weeks. They would appear to have gone right away from the 
moor during this time. This pair occasionally wandered away from 
the herd throughout the rest of the summer for several days at a 
time and on one occasion were accompanied by Skull ( the Bateinghope 
herd b i l l y ) for threei days, the only occasion Skull was not with 
the nannies a l l summer, but on these occasions they could always 
be found over the top of Carter Fell or on the further northern slope 
of the Fell ( r i g , 4 and Sec 3. i i i ) . 
Two yearlings, one from each herd, disappeared at the same time* 
They were both young b i l l i e s judging by the t u f t y fringe they were 
beginning to grow. 
A report in the Evening Chronicle of 6th March 1972 suggested 
that goats were to be taken from Certain unspecified Border herds 
and taken to Game Paries " i n the interest of conservation" • In the 
event i t transpired that three were sent to Lowther Wildlife Park from 
the College Burn herd ( Mrs. G. E l l i o t pers. comm. ) of which two 
have survived, and one, a mature b i l l y , was sent to Hindhope. Zt i s 
s t i l l there and included in table 11. I f one considers a l l disappearances 
from the population as deaths and assume!; no further deaths in the 
autumn of 1972 one can Express the population counts in tables 5 and 6 
i n terms of an adult govt's further expectation of l i f e by the formula 
2 — m 
2"]f m' where so = the proportion of adult annual mortality ( Lack and 
Schif f e r l i 1943, Lack 1^ 54 ) . 
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Table 13; The Adult Goat's Further Expectation of Life at 
Kielderhead Moor. 
Chat 1:1 ehope Bateinqhope Combined 
Males 0.8 years 1b5 years 1*0 years 
Females 5.5 years 3,-j years 3.7 years 
I t i s by no means certain however that a l l disappearances 
from the population represent deaths. I t would seem from the 
evidence of the appearance of the eight b i l l i e s at the end of 
Augustp the return of B i l l and Ben after an absence of eight weeks 
in the spring and t l i e i r disappearance at the end of August* and the 
reports of wandering herds of b i l l i e s from local people i n a position 
to see them that i t i s perhaps unlikely that a l l the missing b i l l i e s 
had died. The nann-les are however much more l i k e l y to remain static. 
There have been no disappearances of nannies followed by reappearances 
and there are no reports of strange herds of nannies seen anywhere 
oh the Border* For these reasons the estimates of further expectation 
of l i f e in table 13 would seem reasonable for the females but be an 
underestimate for the males. 
c) Fecundity. F e r t i l i t y and Recruitment; 
In the study of population dynamics i t i s useful to distinguish 
fecundity, f e r t i l i t y and recruitment to the adult breeding population. 
Fecundity may he considered as egg production* or in mammals as 
the production of f e r t i l i s e d ova. Without sacrificing the nannies 
after the rut this is an impossible s t a t i s t i c to achieve directly. 
Although 'some ova ma/ be lost after f e r t i l i s a t i o n and implantation 
an indirect attempt to estimate this figure may be made by a visual 
examination of the nannies in winter for pregnancy. ( Although shaggy 
animals, nannies which are not pregnant have a hollow appearance along 
the spine between the ribs and the pelvis. Pregnant nannies appear 
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swollen i n this position by January* By February pregnant animals 
appear swollen sided, often unevenly, when viewed from the rear as the 
animal moves away from the observer. ) Where, as at Kielder twins are 
rare, this gives an estimate of the number of kids born to the nannies. 
From this their natality rate may be calculated which, although not 
the same thing as there is the possibility of abortion during pregnancy, 
gives an indication of their possible rate of increase. 
Of the three njnnnies present at Chattlehope throughout the 
winter three had ye.trlings with them. Thejother three could have 
lost their 1971 kidsi or not had one that year. Only one, Jessie, 
did not look pjbegnartt throughout th$ winter. Her ragged horn gave 
her an appearance at being old but she was an extremely wary beast 
and always managed to frustrate attempts to get close enough to age 
her by counting her horn notches. I t may be assumed that shejwas 
post reproductive. From these six nannies five kids were bom, the 
one whose remains were eaten by the ravens and the four counted on 
2nd May 1972. The Chattlehope group therefore had a natality rate per 
individual nai^y of 0.83. 
Of the eleven nannies present at Bateinfcjhope throughout the 
winter four had yearlings with them and appeared pregnant. Of the 
rest only Nancy, the very large grey nanny which was always found to 
the east of and below Limestone Knowe,, did not look to be in kid. The 
rest appeared to be pregnant. The remaining ten nannies cculd be 
expected to have ele/en kids ( including the nanny Demeter which gave 
bir t h to the twins ) . Three of these nannies disappeared before 
they were found with kitib, leaving seven animals which had eight kids 
( the six counted on 1st May 1972 and the twins ) . The Bateinghope 
group therefore had <n nat&lity rate per unit time per individual 
nanny of 0.73. The combined Kielderhead Moor herd of 17 nannies 
could have been expected to have 16 kids. In the event they had 
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13 kids, an observed natality rate of 0.76. 
F e r t i l i t y may be considered as the number of viable young 
successfully produced. In mammals there may be a heavy infant 
mortality soon after b i r t h . In this study the number of viable 
young produced is considered as the number of kids s t i l l alive at 
three months, the ago when suckling i n daylight stopped, the 
f e r t i l i t y rate / yeas: / individual nanny at Chattlehope where three 
of the five kids from six nannies survived was 0.5 and at Bateinghope 
where six of the eight kids from 11 nannies survived was 0.54. From 
the combined herd of 17 nannies which gave b i r t h to thirteen kids 
nine kids survived to this age„ a f e r t i l i t y rate' of 0.53. 
Recruitment i s the additional increment to the breeding population. 
This includes an elemnsnt of immigration and emigration, the extent 
of which i s becoming apparent on Kielderhead ftoor with the influx 
of eight strange b£lliles and the disappearance of the winter b i l l y 
herds and the two oilLies ( Sec. 3. i v and Table 7. ) . There i s 
probably a sexual disparity i n the age at which the sexes are recruited 
to the breeding population which could not be discovered u n t i l the f u l l 
r u t , which occurs after this study is ended. In September young 
nannies of eighteen months are indistinguishable from adult nannies 
and i t i s to be expected they w i l l enter the breeding population at 
this r u t . Young b i l l i e s are identifiable u n t i l about the fourth year 
to judge by the notches on the horns. They are no doubt mature sexually 
well before this age but whether they are able to enter the breeding 
population w i l l not be known u n t i l the rut. Skull ignored the presence 
of George when he was investigating females on 23rd August. Whether 
he would i f a female hud been found to be receptive i s not yet known. 
Reports of foresters and shepherds suggest that herd b i l l i e s banish 
other b i l l i e s from the herd at the r u t . I f this i s so young b i l l i e s 
are unlikely to enter iihe breeding population before they are f u l l y 
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mature animals. This cannot be ascertained u n t i l a rutting season 
has been watched. However for the purposes of this study recruits to 
the breeding population w i l l be considered to be the yearlings born 
in 1971 and s t i l l alive and present i n the herd at the end of the 
f i e l d work i n September 1972. Immigration and emigration w i l l not be 
considered. 
Five yearlings of tine 1971 cohort were s t i l l present on the moor 
at the end of the stud;/'. I f 17 females was the tot a l number of nannies 
present i n the herd in 1971 the recruitment rate / year / individual 
nanny was 0.33 on Qxafttlehope* 0.27 on Bateinghope and 0.29 on the 
whole moor. Of those five yearlings four were nannies and one a b i l l y . 
Table 14. The Fecundiltv ( estimated )., Natality* F e r t i l i t y , and 
Recruitment-to the Ad;alt Breeding Population on Kielderhead ffloorB1972. 
Chattlehope Bateinghppe Combined 
Fecundity 0.83 1.00 0.94 
Natality 0.S3 0.73 0.76 
F e r t i l i t y 0.50 0.54 0.53 
Recruitment 0.33 0.27 0.29 
The stati s t i c s for the other herds along the Borders are unknown 
but the figures from froan Fell are good enough to allow the f e r t i l i t y 
rate to be derived. Ifoere were 25 kids alive in July *Tom 15 nannies 
( presuming no loss o i nannies from the number present at the beginning 
of winter. Ho cu l l hsid taken place that winter 9 G. Laing pers. comm. ) 
which gave a f e r t i l i t y ' rate of 1.67. For Hindhope they allow the 
f e r t i l i t y rate of 0.11 and the recruitsaent rate of 0.11 to be 
calculated. 
DliSCUSSION 
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4. Discussion 
Goats have been present on the h i l l s of Britain for so long that 
they must have survived there even when wolves Canis lupus L. were 
present i n this country and i t i s of interest that Mech ( 1970 ) 
speaking of goats and! bighorn sheep says "' they are apparently better 
equipped to escape the wolves than the forest game spe c i e s C r o o k 
{ 1969 ) reports the goats of Snowdonia returning to higher ground 
when they are disturbed. There„ the brokenff rocky ground is at a 
higher altitude than the feeding areas. On Kielderhead Moor the 
reverse is true and i t would seem that i t is this broken, rocky nature 
of the ground which is important in the defensive situation. This i s 
a possible explanation for the preference shown by the nanny goats 
for such ground during the winter when they are pregnant and therefore 
more than usually vulnerable to any possible preda&ox. An explanation 
is necessary to explain why they l i m i t their feeding range to such a 
circumscribed area during the worst time of year climatologically. 
Even in such a rocky iarea as Black Cleugh or the head of the Bateinghope 
Bum the two or three nannies present there ( Fig. 3 ) would bunch up 
and present a united front to any disturbance. 
The habit of leafing the kid i n a hiding place ( Sec. 3. i i ) for 
considerable periods iafter the f i r s t three or four days of l i f e seems 
at f i r s t of doubtful isurvival value but i t can perhaps be best explained 
by the necessity fomithe nanny to build up her resources after the long 
winter. In the f i r s t few days of the kid's l i f e when i t i s suckled 
frequently ( Sec. 3. iLi. ) the nanny does not move far but once the 
suckling periods are more broadly spaced i t i s advantageous for the 
nanny to be able to r;inge widely and as long as there is an adequate 
and safe hiding place for the kid i t i s better resting between feeds 
than t r o t t i n g long distances after i t s mother. The ewe*s different 
method of grazing ( Sec. 3. v i . d. ) whereby she only moves a short 
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distance makes i t unnecessary for her to hide her lamb. The common 
predator of the moor i s the fox Vulpes vulpes I . The Forestry 
Commission employs rangers among whose duties are the control of 
foxes. On Kielderhead Moor and in the forest below 40 foxes are 
k i l l e d i n most years ( T. Bishopson pers. comm. )• During the summer 
a pair of foxes were often seen between the High Countess and the 
Girdle. They succesisfuily reared a l i t t e r of cubs. I t i s not known 
how much damage, i f any, foxes do to goats, No goat or sheep remains 
were seen i n the prey remains which collected outside their earth. 
During kidding and while the kid was two or three days old i t would 
seam possible that foxes could be a danger, but i t i s in this period 
of the f i r s t few day:} of i t s l i f e that the kid stays with i t s mother. 
There is a similarity about the size of the female herds, 
especially i f the Co];lege figure i s ignored, for the reason stated in 
Table 4, which suggests there i s an optimum size to a herd. A l l the 
smaller herds are without a herd b i l l y , which suggests that the 
smaller herds composctd of nannies and kids have budded off from a 
parent herd as numbers have increased with the arrival of the new kids. 
The majority of the summer female herds were larger than the two winter 
b i l l y herds which is perhaps an indication of the befeter feeding 
available during the summer months. The differences in behaviour 
observed between the herds of Chattlehope and Bateinghope ( Sec. 3. i i i . ) 
could be explained by the nature of the ground on which they ranged. 
The Chattlehope herd were usually i n a saucer of ground where i t was 
easy for each animal to keep each other In sight. This herd never 
splintered into smaller groups and usually they were seen to ruminate 
together. The Bateinghope herd ranged over ground which was cut into 
shoulders by the dissection of the burns and claighs. Vision was 
often circumscribed and this herd often splintered and animals were 
to be seen cudding on their own. I t i s suggested that the size of 
herds of animals of either sex i s a function of the availability of 
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foodand the nature oir the ground as i t affects the distance over 
which the animals can see each other. 
wynne - Edwards ( 1962 ) suggests that grouping i s epideictic 
behaviour, important i n population regulation arid this i s a possible 
explanation of the amalgamation of the herds on Limestone Knowe into 
a herd of 37 ( table 5 ) , a herd much larger than any other seen 
along the Borders, at: the end of August and before the actual rut 
begins, this large grouping could be expected to make severe inroads 
on the grazing available on a limited area. I t i s of interest that 
this large assembly took place on the one part of the Bateinghope 
hirsel which allows an extended view in a l l directions, the saucer 
between the Spout, the Girdle and Wool Meath would have offered an 
area of ground with a similar f i e l d of view but i t i s possible that 
the smaller Chattlehope herd was attracted to the larger herd, the 
saucer above the Spout had also been more extensively grazed during 
the course of the summer ( Fig* 4 )• The area of Limestone Knowe had 
been l i t t l e used a l l through the summer ( Fig. 4 ) . 
From f i g . 7 i t Can be seen that the b i l l i e s which l e f t Kielderhead 
Moor at the end of this winter were not the same animals which joined 
the amalgamated herd at the end of the summer. Incursions of unknown 
b i l l i e s have been reported from Snowdonia in intensively watched herds 
( Milner et a l , 1968 The two Bateinghope b i l l i e s B i l l and Ben have 
also l e f t the moor by the end of summer. There would seem to be 
considerable genetic potential In a system, where, although the nannies 
remained f a i t h f u l to in range, ( familiarity would give them an 
advantage over any pnsdator }» strange b i l l i e s came in at the time 
of the ru t . I t i s of interest that b i l l i e s from any of the herds observed 
on the Borders ( Fig. 2 ) are remarkably alike in size and conformation 
whereas i t would be possible to state which herd most nannies came from 
as their appearance varies considerably from one area to the next 
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suggesting that they reflect the differences in the environment 
between one area and another ( Sec* 3. v i i * )• For example the 
nannies of Kielderhejad fAoor are smaller and shaggier than the nannies 
of any other area. IFraser Darling ( 1937 a ) remarks on how quickly 
domestic goats reverb, to the wild form of their area, but Geist ( 1960 ) 
found that the feral state had no apparent effect on the physical 
type and body size o:f goats in British Columbia* I t w i l l be 
interesting to see i n a few generations time the descendants of the 
wild goats placed i n the comparatively lush environment of Game Parks 
i f there are no further importations. In a study of home range 
behaviour i n h i l l shtsep Hunter ( 1964 ) found that rams always mated 
at random among the various hefts of ewes, yet found that there were 
consistent differences in the performances of iambs born on the 
different hefts which i f genetically determined could not be from 
the male parentage and which persisted, even when replacement ewes 
were chosen from only the lambs which performed best. 
The advent of the strange b i l l i e s on 23rd August would seem to 
indicate the possibility at least that the herds along the Borders 
are an open system with male animals moving from one part of the 
Border to another* X;n a walk along the Border there was much wire 
but i t was in a derelilct condition and would cause no hindrance to the 
free movement of a goat* However Forestry Commission fences are not 
derelict and while moist of them are only a metre high on this part of 
the Border*, a height isjhich goats have been seen to clear ( Sec* 2. i i i ) 9 
at least i f sufficiently pressed* one can only view with alarm any 
further proliferation of wire along the high ground of the Borders as 
i t could be expected {to interfere with the free movement of these 
animals. Greig ( 1-969 ) however states specifically,, and publishes 
a photograph in suppoart of his contention, that even a low fence w i l l 
retain a goat. This Sis not the opinion of the farmers and shepherds 
I have spoken to in the course of this study. On the other hand the 
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wire surrounding the ifaim o f Hindhope Law on which the Hindhope 
goats are to he found is i n good condition and al>out a metre and a 
half high. This would seem to be too high for goats to clear and 
Mr. T. E l l i o t , the farmer, considers that the goats are restricted to 
the area of his farm fcy this wire and that i t i s impossible for any 
other goat to get i n . For this reason he imported a new b i l l y this 
year from his cousin Mr. G. E l l i o t who farms the College. This b i l l y 
i s included in the to t a l in table 1 1 . 
This herd on Hindhope has the very low recruitment rate of 0 .11 
which i s apparently sufficient for i t to maintain i t s numbers ( T.Elliot 
pers. comm. ) . The goats of Kielderhead Moor appear to be maintaining 
their numbers. They wisre reported to be about 25 i n 1967 ( J. Lockie 
pers. comm. ) and 23 i n 1969 ( Greig 1969 )• I t i s not known i f these 
are winter, summer or ^rutting figures as from this study there would 
appear to be possible differences at these times of year. However 
i t seems certain that liidth a recruitment rate of 0 .29 per individual 
nanny per year they are maintaining their numbers and possibly even 
increasing. After the severe winter of 1962 - 1963 the Kielderhead 
Moor population was reduced to 9 animals ( T. Bishopson pers. comm. ) , 
a position from which i t has recovered. 
The herds on Roan Fell and the College are both culled in some 
years. Unfortunately the recruitment rate to these herds is unknown 
but Roan Fell has the very high f e r t i l i t y rate of 1 .67 , three times as 
high as i t is on Kielderhead Moor and some of the female kids show the 
interesting phenomenon of coming into season twelve months earlier than 
the females i n any of the other herds. 
Goats can be troublesome to a farmer. An individual was shot by a 
shepherd for persistently breaking a stone dyke ( T. E l l i o t pers. comm. )• 
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At the College the only source of water on a l l this naturally well 
drained estate i s th<» College Burn. Here the goats are d i f f i c u l t to 
keep out of the lower fi e l d s , vjhich are retained for hay during the 
summer, on the goats' passage to and from the water. They have also 
proved d i f f i c u l t to keep out of a new forestry plantation on the estate. 
I t i s only on this estate where the goats are forced to come low enough 
to clash with the faimer's natural interests, by the shortage of water 
higher on the h i l l s that this problem arises in such an acute form. 
I t i s for this reason that the goats are culled in some years to keep 
their numbers at about 30 ( Mrs. G. E l l i o t pers. COSED. )• They are not 
considered a problem ion Roan Fell but are cropped as a source of food 
in some years for the hounds kept at Twizlehope ( G. Laing pers. comm. ) . 
On neither farm are they culled i n every year. 
Although the sheisp of the Chattlehope and Bateinghope hirsels are 
not on the moor during the winter and i t could be said that there i s 
therefore no competition between the sheep and the goats, the goat must 
obviously be eating food during the winter, which i f not eaten, would have 
been available to the sheep in the spring when they came up on to the 
high moor. In the early part of the summer the sheep and goats are 
eating very similar proportions of the plants present on the moor. 
Later on in the season; there i s a divergence with the sheep eating less 
Calluna while the goats eat less Eriophorum but as the Trichophorum 
becomes available bothi animals include this plant i n their diet. However 
i t i s the spring which, is commonly the Critical period i n a pastoral 
regime in climates such as are customary on h i l l grazing i n this country. 
I t i s then that the shepherd is looking for the early bite. The winter 
of 1971 - 1972 was not severe. I f i t had been i t is doubtful i f the 
lower pastures would have stood up so well to the long period of the 
winter under the constant grazing pressure of a l l the sheep even with 
the supplementary feeding the sheep received. The fact that there is 
l i t t l e apparent clash :with the shepherding interests on Kielderhead 
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Moor i s because of th«! l i g h t stocking rate which Mr. W. Hedley the 
farmer practices,» This would seem to be the case on a l l the Border 
farms, visited in the course of this study, where there seems to be 
a tradition of good shepherding with a careful husbanding of the 
grazing. I t i s probable that stocking rates have evolved over a long 
period of time to suit, the severe winter conditions common along the high 
ground of the Borders. 
From this i t would seem that the goats are s t i l l present on the 
high h i l l s of the Borders because the farmers are favourably disposed 
towards them. I t is this fact which bodes well for their continued 
success i n a part of Eiritain which they have occupied for so long* 
5. CQNCLUSICflU 
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5. Conclusion. 
Many mammals l i v e i n dense covet and are so hidden that they are 
d i f f i c u l t to observe. Some are so s w i f t that they present almost 
insuperable d i f f i e u l t i l e s i n keeping them under any prolonged observation. 
The f e r a l goat would sieem to be an ideal animal f o r further study i n a 
habitat which i t has occupied f o r so long* and t o which i t has become 
ecologically so well adapted. 
In a f u r t h e r stuely of the goats i t would be in t e r e s t i n g t o establish 
the degree of interchange i n the herds along the Borders. I t would be 
essential t o capture and mark, probably with ear tags, animals from a l l 
the herds. I f coloured tags were used one colour could be allocated t o 
each herd enabling an observer to recognise i n the f i e l d the area from 
which an animal had originated. Goats from the College, Roan F e l l * and 
Hindhope would be comparatively easily rounded up but the beasts from 
Kielderhead Moor and the Bewcastle F e l l animals on Christianbury Grag 
would present d i f f i c u l t i e s which i t would be essential t o overcome. 
I t i s possible that deer nets could be used to trap the animals and 
prevent them getting o;n to rocks where i t i s impossible to deal with 
them. As f e r a l goats ishoiv annual marks on t h e i r horns, i t would be 
possible t o construct l i f e tables f o r the various herds. More study 
of the problems posed !by fences to the free movement of the animals 
would be necessary than the l i m i t e d time available f o r t h i s study 
allowed. 
There seem to be {considerable differences i n f e r t i l i t y i n d i f f e r e n t 
herds. I t would be inte r e s t i n g to discover i n what way, i f any, c u l l i n g 
affects the recruitment rate t o each herd. With two herds out of f i v e 
being culled an experimental approach to the problem would be possible 
with the cooperation of Mr. G. E l l i o t and Mr. G. Laing. 
The physical diffidences i n the nannies suggest problems of 
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n u t r i t i o n i n these animals which would repay further study. 
The further elucidation of the social structure and behaviour 
of these animals would be considerably eased i f a l l animals could 
be s a t i s f a c t o r i l y aaieked and watched over a longer period of time. 
From t h i s short study one can see how well adapted t h e i r behaviour 
i s ecologically. I t would be worthwhile i n a fu r t h e r study to look 
f o r differences, i f my0 i n the behaviour of the herds l i v i n g i n 
d i f f e r e n t areas and iln d i f f e r e n t habitats. 
6. SUMMARY. 
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6. Summary. 
1. Nannies remain s o l i t a r y , or i n the company of t h e i r yearlings 
through the winter. After the b i r t h of t h e i r kids i n March two female 
herds are formed. Tvio male herds present during the winter leave at 
Easter except f o r a single b i l l y from ©ch which remains as a herd b i l l y 
with each of the two female herds. Two other b i l l i e s return l a t e r i n 
the summer and maintain a loose association with one of the female 
herds. The two female herds maintain separate ranges u n t i l the end 
of August when they combine int o one large herd. A strange herd of 
b i l l i e s joined the combined herd at t h i s time i n a pre - r u t assembly. 
2. The observed winter and summer dispersion of the females 
are described. 
3. The population of f e r a l goats on Kielderhead Moor i s described. 
The population i s maintained with a recruitment r a t e of 0.29 / nanny / 
year. Females have a further expectation of l i f e of 3.7 years. 
4. The population of herds present a t the College ( Hindhope* 
Bewcastle F e l l and Roan F e l l are described. 
5. The behaviour of the goats i s described. 
6. An investigation of the food consumption of the goats and 
sheep present on the nioor suggests that the main competition between 
these animals i s concentrated i n the spring and early summer at a 
time when i t i s sometimes most important f o r a farmer t o f i n d the 
early b i t e f o r his sheep. 
7. The continued! presence of the goats on the high ground along 
the Borders would seaci t o depend on the f a c t that the farmers are 
favourably disposed towards them. The possible p r o l i f e r a t i o n of wire 
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along the Borders could i n t e r f e r e with the free movement these 
animals enjoy at the- present and could present a threat to t h e i r 
continued wellbeing. 
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Tab^e 15. Food Prefearences Expressed as a Percentage of the 
Faecal Pellet Analysis., Goats ( Combined figures 
ChattlehopgK and Bateinqhope. ) 
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28 / i v / 72 84 2 2 7 5 
5 / v / 72 83 10 7 
12 / v / 72 61 14 15 5 5 
19 / v / 72 67 6 6 20 
26 / v / 72 60 7 20 13 
2 / v i / 72 100 
9 M / 72 70 12 6 5 7 
16 / v i / 72 80 7 13 
23 / v i / 72 87 13 
30 / v i / 72 67 6 17 
